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With chapter 7, Mark begins a new section of conflict, centered on
the issues of defilement (uncleanness) and the traditions of the
Jewish elders.

Introduction to
Mark 7:1-23

Pharisees and scribes confront Jesus specifically about their
tradition of handwashing.
But take note of the transition from the previous summary section
about the sick coming to the marketplace (in 6:56), to the
comments about the market practices of the Jews in 7:4.
This is a transition and connection in the narrative that is often
lost due to the chapter break (remember, chapter breaks are not
part of the original text).

Mark 7:1-2 (NIV)
The Pharisees and some
of the teachers of the
law who had come from
Jerusalem gathered
around Jesus, and saw
some of his disciples
eating food with hands
that were “unclean”,
that is, unwashed.

“had come from Jerusalem”
A geographical marker for where this all takes place is not
given in this new section.
This implies they are either still near Gennesaret, or
perhaps again traveling in Galilee.
Since some marketplace is referenced in the context, they
are likely still in the vicinity of Gennesaret.
Pharisees and scribes have now come from far to the
south, from Jerusalem.
Gennesaret
http://www.generationword.com/notes_for_notesb
ooks_pg/John/john_10_19.htm

Jerusalem
“eating food”
The word translated “food” is “the breads” in Greek,
perhaps tying back to the leftovers from the feeding of the 5,000.
“hands that are ‘unclean’, that is, unwashed”
The point here is RITUAL uncleanness, not “dirty” hands,
as we would tend to infer here.

Mark 7:3 (NIV)
(The Pharisees and all
the Jews do not eat
unless they give their
hands a ceremonial
washing, holding to the
tradition of the elders.

The parenthetical comment comprising this verse and the next
explains an aspect of the “tradition of the elders” that will become
the focus going forward. This indicates an original audience for
Mark’s Gospel that could be unfamiliar with that tradition.
“a ceremonial washing”
Again, this is NOT for the sake of hygiene.
Rather, it is symbolic.
It is not to remove germs, but to remove an “it-ness” – a
defilement that could be passed between people and things by the
“rules” of ritual purity.
Those who HAD this “it-ness” could remove it by washing
in a way prescribed by the rules.
This prescription was so precise, and technical, that there
is a word here in Greek that no one is sure of the meaning of!
It is usually left out of English translations due to the
difficulty of the translation.
The Greek word is “pugme”, and it might mean “with the
elbows”, or “with the fist”, or “up to the wrist”, or “with a handful
of water”, or “with the hands cupped”, or “with vigor”
This word is ONLY used here in the entire New
Testament – in usage outside the Bible, it refers to a fist-fight or
boxing match!

“the tradition of the elders”
This ceremonial washing is part of this TRADTION.

Mark 7:3 (NIV)
(The Pharisees and all
the Jews do not eat
unless they give their
hands a ceremonial
washing, holding to the
tradition of the elders.

Jews in Jesus’ day had identified 613 commands in the Pentateuch
(Genesis through Deuteronomy).
365 were negative.
248 were positive.
They also believed there were 365 days in a year, and 248 bones
and organs in the human body.
Thus, the number 613 represented the totality of one’s TIME and
BODY. God’s claim on them was TOTAL.
But more info was needed to fully obey these 613 commandments
than Scripture provided!
For example, what constitutes “work”?
This resulted in two bodies of instruction – written law (the
Pentateuch or Torah), and oral law (teaching and interpretation of
the written law). THIS is what is referred to as “the tradition of the
elders”.

“the tradition of the elders” (continued)

Mark 7:3 (NIV)
(The Pharisees and all
the Jews do not eat
unless they give their
hands a ceremonial
washing, holding to the
tradition of the elders.

Note: Handwashing was NOT commanded in the written Old
Testament!
We tend to view the interpretation, or tradition, negatively by
default, because we know Jesus often criticized it.
But there is ALWAYS a bridge of interpretation between Scripture
and real-life application – now, as then.
The Mishnah was compiled around 200 AD to record ONE form of
this tradition of interpretation, and it included the legal opinions
of many highly respected rabbis.
What Jesus will address here is the way people are always tempted
to find a way to use the system to hide within the complications –
using it for selfish purposes, or even finding ways to avoid the clear
teaching of the WRITTEN law, by appealing to a complicated body
of ORAL teaching.
OUR call/responsibility is to honestly and faithfully interpret
Scripture in order to really understand and obey it – discerning
God’s heart and God’s will.

Mark 7:4 (NIV)
When they come from
the marketplace they do
not eat unless they
wash. And they observe
many other traditions,
such as the washing of
cups, pitchers, and
kettles.)

“from the marketplace”
Since Gentiles ALSO shopped in these marketplaces,
people, food, and utensils would all be defiled upon leaving the
public marketplaces.

Mark 7:5 (NIV)
So the Pharisees and
teachers of the law
asked Jesus, “Why
don’t your disciples live
according to the
tradition of the elders
instead of eating their
food with ‘unclean’
hands?”

“Why don’t your disciples …”
Jesus’ followers are NOT following tradition, causing the
Pharisees and scribes to confront Jesus about it.
But the washing of hands simply points to the broader
issue of this “tradition of the elders” – which is what Jesus will
actually address.

“Isaiah”

Mark 7:6-7 (NIV)
He replied, “Isaiah was
right when he
prophesied about you
hypocrites; as it is
written: ‘These people
honor me with their
lips, but their hearts are
far from me. They
worship me in vain;
their teachings are but
rules taught by men.’”

Jesus directly quotes an Old Testament passage from
Isaiah 29:13 in response to the question.
“hypocrites”
The Greek word here is somewhat less harsh than it
comes across in English.
In Greek, it means simply “actor” – someone playing a
part, doing one thing while actually BEING something else.
Of course, we can see where the meaning we apply to the
word “hypocrite” derives from here.
“lips … hearts”
Hence, the application of Isaiah’s citation:
“lips” = What we say
“heart” = What we are in our core being
This teaching gives rise to a serious concern: Do we
sometimes imagine that our words in worship (our singing, our
praying) will distract attention from who we really ARE?
There is the possibility of outwardly functioning as a
Christian, but really “performing a role”, while inwardly far off
track.
If such is the case, our worship really IS “in vain”.

Mark 7:8-9 (NIV)
“You have let go of the
commands of God and
are holding on to the
traditions of men.” And
he said to them, “You
have a fine way of
setting aside the
commands of God in
order to observe your
own traditions!”

“let go of”
In other words, neglected.
“commands of God”
This is probably a reference to Deuteronomy 6:4-5.
Deuteronomy 6:4-5 – “Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is
one. Love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all
your strength.”

“traditions of men”
Worrying only about the tradition, forgetting the Great
Commandment of Deuteronomy.
“And he said to them”
Verse 9 is really just a reiteration of verse 8 – to make the
point even more strongly!

Mark 7:10 (NIV)
“For Moses said, ‘Honor
your father and your
mother,’ and, ‘Anyone
who curses his father or
mother must be put to
death.’”

“Moses said”
Jesus gives specific examples now, citing two references
to honoring parents in the laws of Exodus:
Exodus 20:12 – “Honor your father and your mother, so that you may live
long in the land the LORD your God is giving you.”
Exodus 21:17 – “Anyone who curses his father or mother must be put to
death.”

Mark 7:11-12
(NIV)

“But you say that if a
man says to his father
or mother: ‘Whatever
help you might
otherwise have received
from me is Corban’
(that is, a gift devoted to
God), then you no
longer let him do
anything for his father
or mother.”

“But you say”
Jesus contrasts their words with Moses’ words!
He shows how their ORAL tradition is used to contradict
the WRITTEN law.
“Corban”
This is Aramaic for “a gift devoted to God”.
There were two ways “Corban” could be used:
The money or object was obligated to be given to
God or the Temple.
OR, by simply vowing that it could not be used
for the benefit of others, “as if it were an offering to them” (as if
giving them the money were giving an offering to an idol).
Either way, calling funds that COULD be used to help
one’s elderly parents “Corban” effectively shielded it from being
used that way.
“You no longer let him”
The “Corban” formula WAS absolutely binding based on
the law concerning vows found in Numbers 30:
Numbers 30:2 – “When a man makes a vow to the LORD or takes an oath
to obligate himself by a pledge, he must not break his word but must do everything he
said.”

Mark 7:13 (NIV)
“Thus you nullify the
word of God by your
tradition that you have
handed down. And you
do many things like
that.”

“nullify the word of God”
In other words, usurping God’s law with human rules.
Pharisees would claim that a vow to God superseded the
obligation to parents – thus, the “tradition”, or interpretation,
nullified God’s word.
“many things like that”
Jesus now generalizes the comment to include much
more than the “Corban” example.
Jesus basically says the “tradition of the elders” is NOT of
God – responding to the initial question back in 7:5, about why his
disciples do not live according to this tradition.
But he does so at a higher level than the specific issue of
handwashing that they actually asked about.
Personal relationship with God (“a heart near to God”) is
more important than human tradition.
Defilement is thus redefined by Jesus!
Hence, he can touch a leper (1:41), touch a corpse (5:41),
touch a bleeding woman (5:27-28), eat with sinners (5:19), and do
ministry in Gentile lands (5:1-20) without being defiled!
Jesus is breaking down social boundaries based on ritual
defilement.

Mark 7:14-15
(NIV)

Again Jesus called the
crowd to him and said,
“Listen to me, everyone,
and understand this.
Nothing outside a man
can make him ‘unclean’
by going into him.
Rather, it is what comes
out of a man that makes
him ‘unclean.’”

“called the crowd to him”
Jesus sees a public teaching moment in the aftermath of
the conflict with the Pharisees.
“Nothing outside a man …”
This is the core teaching, in a sort of mini-parable.
Although applied to food in verse 19 ahead, the original
reference here is to the idea of defilement in general, from things
OUTSIDE of us (as in the defilement concerns noted previously).
Jesus is defying the tradition of defilement from contact
with “uncleanness” of ANY kind.
“what comes out of a man”
Includes thoughts, actions, and words.
That is, one’s HEART makes one unclean.
It is NOT that you can’t BE unclean, but where
uncleanness actually originates – not from outside people and
things, but from inside thoughts and conduct.

Mark 7:17 (NIV)
After he had left the
crowd and entered the
house, his disciples
asked him about this
parable.

“entered the house”
There is a change of scene here, where the disciples will
now receive private instruction apart from the crowds.
We have seen this previously in 4:13 and again in 4:3334.
“disciples asked him”
Again, they demonstrate a lack of understanding.

Mark 7:18 (NIV)
“Are you so dull?” he
asked. “Don’t you see
that nothing that enters
a man from the outside
can make him
‘unclean’”?

“Are you so dull?”
The original Greek text includes the word “also” – “Are
you also so dull?” – implying that the crowds didn’t understand it
either.
“Don’t you see”
Jesus simply repeats the statement from before, without
elaboration, as if it is self-evident!

Mark 7:19 (NIV)
“For it doesn’t go into

his heart but into his
stomach, and then out
of his body.” (In saying
this, Jesus declared all
food “clean.”)

“but into his stomach”
Now, Jesus does give a fuller explanation, but still
connecting uncleanness to the condition of the heart.
The emphasis now returns to food, though, with the
reference to the stomach.
“out of his body”
The words in Greek are literally “into the latrine”.
The disciples’ SPECIFIC behavior of eating with unclean
hands is exonerated.
But it’s a short step from this comment to it no longer
being just about HOW one eats, but WHAT one eats.
This leads to the parenthetical comment that follows, to
be discussed on the next slide.

Mark 7:19 (NIV)
“For it doesn’t go into

his heart but into his
stomach, and then out
of his body.” (In saying
this, Jesus declared all
food “clean.”)

“Jesus declared all foods ‘clean’”
This is very interesting, given that we KNOW this was still
an issue even in the early church (see Acts 10 and Acts 15).
We need to see that this IS an absolutely shocking claim
for Jesus to make!
Jesus is now not addressing the TRADITION, but the
very word of God!
God had declared that eating certain specific foods made
one unclean, throughout the laws in Leviticus 11:1-47.
Jesus is radically changing the clear command of God!
Who would dare? Only God Himself, here, in the person
of Jesus.
Jesus sets forth, in this whole section, a NEW vision of
defilement - not what goes into the mouth, but what comes out of
the heart.
Evil does not just originate outside of me, but I am a
PRODUCER of evil.
The gospel forces us to first confront and deal with the
bad news of our evil nature and inclinations, through confession
and repentance.
And then prepares us to receive the good news of
forgiveness, renewal, and life.
The gospel is about transforming HEARTS!

Mark 7:20-23
(NIV)

He went on: “What
comes out of a man is
what makes him
‘unclean’. For from
within, out of men’s
hearts, come evil
thoughts, sexual
immorality, theft,
murder, adultery,
greed, malice, deceit,
lewdness, envy,
slander, arrogance and
folly. All these evils
come from inside and
make a man ‘unclean.’”

“What comes out”
Jesus now reiterates verse 15, for emphasis.
“evil thoughts, …, and folly”
We now are given a catalogue of specific unclean acts of
human beings – a list of vices that come from within.
Jesus says that EACH of these vices defiles us.
Remember – defilement made one unable to be in the
presence of God, unable to be in relationship with God.
This list of vices is unique to the Gospels but has many
parallels in the rest of the New Testament.
Romans 1:29-31 – “They have become filled with every kind of
wickedness, evil, greed and depravity. They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit and
malice. They are gossips, slanderers, God-haters, insolent, arrogant and boastful; they
invent ways of doing evil; they disobey their parents; they are senseless, faithless,
heartless, ruthless.”

As well as lists found in 1 Corinthians 5:10-11; 2
Corinthians 2:20-21; Galatians 5:19-21; Colossians 3:5-8; 1
Timothy 1:9-12; and 2 Timothy 3:2-5!
“All these evils”
This verse closes out the theme introduced in 7:1-2,
about the TRUE source of defilement.
What DOES prevent us from relationship with God comes
from inside us.
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